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and generous praise : his farewell apostrophe to his old guide, Daniel 
Maquignaz, is as noble as it is unconventionaL But his influence was 
even more potent where it was ex:ercised personally. Educated 
abroad, and successful in a South African career, and in its war, he 
combined the characteristics of a soldierly and sporting English coun
trymal). _with the impetuous independence of a pioneer, the mental 
energy of a stude11-t, and · a cosmopolitan social instinct and training. 
For a number of years, after we ~ad captured him back into our 
mountaineering world from that of the Continent, by sheer good sense 
and goodwill he held together in sympathy the mountaineering 
elements over all Europe, the Dominions and the United States. I 
know nothing comparable with the affection and respect in which 
Farrar was held by the climbers; young and old, of nearly every land. 
During the troubled interlude following the last war, his tireless work 
in promoting international understanding through a common moun
taineering io..terest, seemed to me when engaged upon parallellines.
the most successful undertalting of the kind in . Europe. Among our-

• selves, protesting fierce prejudices, he encouraged O! shared in every new 
form of adventure with vigorous indulgence. His catholic sympathies 
embraced every age and variety of climber, and his finger was upon 
the mountaineering pulse of every country. With ageing or afflicted 
mountaineers, wherever he could trace them, he would start a moun
taineering correspondence about the past with a charming deference 
that in its~lf consoled ; and with the young and enterprising if any 
man or boy had the mountaineer's faith in him and the courage to 
practise it, for Farrar he could do no wrong. It was a heroic effort, and 
an · all prevading presence, which for some years held together the 
loosening strings. But it could not survive him; He did not live to 
fight the r.ew virus. which poisoned so much of continental climbing and 
threatened our own ; but I do not believe that evert he could have 
done much against its evil trend. His was the last intluence upon our 
mountain world which we can call in any sense universal, and the last 
which gave to it any sense of unity. With Farrar we may say with some 
certainty that even the revised version of the later prophets was finally 
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SOME FAMILIAR TRAVERSES 
• BY E. H. STEVENS - - - -

Read before the Alpine Club, April 6, 1943 

MONG the works of a poet, who is also one of the · most distin
guished ornaments of the Alpine Club, is the following 
stanza.1 

1 Wind and Hill, b.y G. Winthrop Young, p. 84 . .. 
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' Together on the ice-glazed wall, 
Numbed by the slow snow-breath, 
Oft have. we hear~ that.instant pace 

• 

· And looked intent upon the face 
Of our rude comrade, ~eath ; 
And our clear hearts have leapt to feel · . 
Muscle and will brace tense as steel 
To wrestle one more fall.'. • 

. . . 

I quote these thrilling lines in order to forewarn you that, with one 
exception to be mentioned presently, I have no adventures with that 
' rude comrade' to relate. Indeed it is only the inevitable dearth in . 
wa·r time of younger men an,d fresher themes that .can justify an old· 
·and jogtrot climber in putting before you accounts of ' Some Familiar 
Traverses,' in the hope that they rpay recall.what to many are no doubt 
well remembered scenes and joys. ·· · ·· 

Let ·me begin at an hotel, the charming Hotel Fa~oria above Cortina, 
where, half a century ago,.· Madame Menardi u-sed to receive her guests.
at least her English guests . literally with open arms., and later, ori theit 

. departure, invite. them to make O\Lt their own bills. From the hotel 
there is 'one of the best known vi~ws in the Dolomites,. th3;t of the steep 
cliffs and j~gged crests of the _Croda da Lago, seen across . the broad 
green oas.in of the Ampezzo valley. There are two illustrations of the 
mountain that might well fire the imagination even of one who had not 
seen. it. One is the romantic drawing by E., T. Compton in Emil 

· Zsigmondy'"s lm Hochgebi"rge, showing the -great _crags rising from the 
"raters of the little Lago da Lag9 and vanishing upwards into the mist. 
Compton's only rival as· an. Alpine illustrator and Alpine climber, 
Ernst Platz, once told me that he considered this one of Compton's 
very finest drawings. The other illustra~ion I have in mind is at the 
opposite' extreme of the art of representation it is C. E. · Shea's , ~-e1e- · 
photograph, taken from the Faloria and reproduced in vol. 20 of the 

. ALPINE .JOURNAL, showi.ng the east face of the Croda in ninefold .linear 
magnification and in naked realism. But if this east face of the Croda 
allures the climber, much more so do the. far loftier and grander rocks 
of the west or Formin face.. ~t was here that my first acquaintance was 
made with what w.ere then considered really difficult rocks. I had 
engaged P. ·A . . Constantini for the ascent of the Croda by the usual 

. route from the east, and· he very sensibly sugg~sted that we should 
make- one or two trial trips. So after a pleasan~ scramble at the back 
of the Pomagognon, we attacked the Cinque Torri. · As is well known, 
that huge square topped prism of a rock, some 6oo feet high, is split · 
from top to bottom ·by a great cleft, and the ordinary way is up and 
down the dark and broken walls of this cleft, completely shut in except 
·for the ·opening at the top. As some one has said, you climb in the . 
very bowels of the mountain. Constantini, however,. took me up by 
an aerial traverse., winding left-handed half way round the outside· of 

. the almost verti~al walls. . It ·grew .more and more sensational as we 
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neared the top, though actually the foot and hand holds were quite 
sufficient. 2 

While we were resting, after this rather exacting test, at the little 
inn on the Pocol Alp, Constantini startled ~e by proposing that we 
should climb the Croda by the west instead of the east face. Remem.:. 
bering . Sinigaglia's excitiq.g account of his pioneer ascent (in 1895) of 
this great wall, which he described as ' the most splendid and at the 
same time most difficult in the Ampezzo Dolomites, '3 I was inclined 
to demur on the ground of inexperience, and I read out the, to a 
beginner, rather alarming account of the climb in the Hochtourist, with 
its repetition of ' schwierig,.' ' sehr schwierig ' and so on. ' Well,' 
said Constantini, ' we can leave out the last chimney, and that will save 
you 30 gulden.' It appears that the guides' charge I don't. kno.w 
whether it was on the official tariff was 6o gulden for the. whole climb, 
or 30 gulden if one by-passed the Pompanin chimney just below the 
top, which Sinigaglia says ' is a matter of .much responsibility for the 
leading guide.'4 The guides' estimate of the climb may be illustrated 
by comparison with some other tariffs of the time, e.g., for the Croda 
Rossa, 9 gulden ; the Sorapis, ·' M tiller W eg ', I 2~ gulden ; Pelmo, 
Iot gulden; Croda da Lago~ · ordinary way, 16 gulden ten years 
earli~r it had been 2 5 gulden.. Not thinking a single chimney and · · 
that one ' of very bad rock ' worth 30 gulden, I agreed to Con-· 
stantini's proposal, and next day we had a truly delightful climb. The 
rocks are extremely steep, and mostly quite firm . . The route, which is 
almost throughout very exposed, goes up a great rock rib rising from 
the vast scree.slopes almost direct. to the summit. There was the usual 
alternation of lofty chimneys, narrow ledges and steep rock faces, with 
very little loose· stuff about the rocks are too steep for that and not 
a .dull moment all the way. Technically the chief difficulty is at a 
point about two hours up, where a vertical wall about 30 feet high has 
to 8e climbed from a niche over a bulge. Sinigaglia and his guides 
(Pompanin and Zangiacomi) considered this passage- ' magnificent and 
truly difficult much more so than the hist chimney on the Kleine 
Zinne, to which it bears som~ resemblance. '5 Personally l found it 
harder to get neatly out of the cave in the Zsigmondy Kamin of the 
Kleine Zinne than to· overcome this place on the Croda, where even in 
the niche one at least remains in audible touch with one's leader~ After . 
about an hour and a half's further exhilarating work, we were getting 
near the north arete. To finish the route by the west face one -turns to 
the right here by a rather giddy traverse to the foot of the Pompanin 
chimney, which comes out near the top of the mountain. As we had 
arranged to omit this, we turned at once to our left on to th~ north -
arete at the foot of a striking pinnacle, wriggling through a narrow 
fissure on to the crest of the ridge, whence a few minutes' pleasant 

2 I have not seen any account of this route ; .it is not mentioned in the 
Hochtourist, 1899, and I have had no opportunity to consult later authorities. 

• Climbing in the Dolomites, by L. Sinigaglia, p. 1 53· 
' Ibid., p. I 54· 
5 I bid., p. ISO. 
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scramble brought us to the top. We went down the whole way by th~ 
n9rth arete, the descent of which, as usual when one has made the 
ascent &y a harder route, seemed strangely easy, though the rocks are 
steep and interesting, and are said by Sinigaglia (who invented this 
way two years before he contrived the much longer and harder route 
by the west face) to be of about the same order of difficulty as the 
original route up the east face. 6 That doughty Dolomite climber, 
Mr. H. J. T. Wood, found part of this. ridge' extremely_interesting.'7 

Arrived at the Scharte at the base of the ridge, we exchangeq kletter
schuhe for ~ountain boots. (which had been sent round to wait for us), 
and plunged down the long scree gully below the Scharte on our way 
back to the Pocol inn. 

May I now take you from the east to the west end of the Alps, and 
from Dolomite rocks to the great glaciers of the Eastern Graians. In 
the wonderful August of 1906 I was at Cogne with my sisters and two 
other ladies. The accommodation at the Hotel de la Grivola was . . 
rendered just tolerable by the tireless activities of Mariucca, the little 

· 12 years old maid of all work, whose cheerful smile and confiding ways 
we remember with grateful amusement. After some minor excursions, 
Mis.s Hildersley and I left with Clement Gerard the best guide that 

. Cogne has produced and a porter to traverse the Grand Para~lis . . Our 
sleeping place was the recently built king's hunting lodge, some way 

"'above the · Herbetet chalets, about 3! hours from Cogne, at a height 
of some 8ooo feet. By this lodge there hangs a tale. It was certainly 
not intended for mere climbers, and we were surprised and amused 
to realise that Clement had a nefarious plan, for he proceeded to effect 
quite . a skilful burglary and the king's lodge became ours for the 
night. The trick 'vas done by taking out one of the .shuttered windows : 
it was little more than 12 inches by 9 inches, and only a man of 
Clement's slim build could have got through it. I took a photograph 
of him in the act, but, needless to say, have never published it; or even 
made known the deed save .to persons of such discretion as the honour
able members of this Club. I am bound to add that the ne~tness and • 
dispatch with which Clement did his job might seem to use the 
words of Herbert Spencer in the · famous billiards story ' to argu~ a 
m~s-spent youth.' Anyhow the king's lodge proved v~ry comfortable 
and well equipped, and after what Yeld called ' the usual interview 
with a noble bouquetin '8 on the rocks above the lodge, we turned in 
to a restful night. Next morning the guides took metic~lous care to 
restore everything to perfect order before, so to speak, de-burgling our 
lordly gite. 

The day's work began with a long traverse to the south, followed by 
a steep descent to the Plan de la Tribulation. Then we advanced up 

· this huge glacier, over heavily crevassed snow slopes of moderate 
inclination but such wearisome extent as convinced us that indeed 

8 Ibid., p. 143. 
1 A .. f. I<). I87. 
• Scrambles in the Eastern Graians, by G. Y eld, p. 41. 
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' through much tribulation is the way to Paradise.' All the time we had 
the great sno\vy east face of the mountain on our right, the fac~, 
averaging about I soo feet in height, which \¥as aptly, if somewhat 
prosaically compared by Pratt Barlow to' an open hand with a sno\'\·ball 
sticking in the palm. '9 At long ·last we arrived at the Col de 1 'A beille 
( 12,368 feet) at the extreme south-west corner of the Tribulation 
Glacier. This col was first reached by Coolidge and Yeld in 1888, 
by descending a \Vide couloir from a conspicuous square cut gap, 
some IS minutes' walk to the south from the summit.10 The upper 
part of this couloir is steep and rocky, but further down the slope 
eases off, and Coolidge and Y eld found the snow i9 good condition. 
Nevertheless it took them I hour 20 minutes to effect the descent 
(of some 6oo feet) to the col. They thought that in many seasons 
the couloir would be a sheet of ice. The first ascent of this couloir 
was by Mumm and James (I889), who used the rocks to the left 
of it.11 We, however, found the snow in first class condition, and I 
cannot remember any particular difficulty in ascending it or the 
rocks above it. I have no note of the time taken in the couloir, but 
we reached the ' So m met des Rochers ', 20 minutes from the gap, in 
about 7! hours from the start. One member of the party not the 
presumably ' weaker vessel ' was glad to enjoy a short but refreshing 
slumber in the comfortable rocks near the summit. 

I shall not attempt to describe the view enough to say that it fully 
satisfied Conway's test for a panorama,1~ that it should ' admit of the 
uninterrupted travel of the circumam bient eye.' I should be inclined 
to add it to tpe eight panoramic views which Freshfield selected as 
ranking highest in his Alpine experience.13 

The only interesting point in the descent to the Victor Emmanuel hut 
was at the bergschrund. This we found, as Mr. A. E. Field had found 
~ week or two earlier, ' could be crossed in one place only, by a steep 
pillar of ice about 8 feet high, down yvhich we swarmed carefully, one 
at a time, while small icicles rattled from our feet into the depths of 
the great crevasse. '11 The rest of the way down was more over du~ty 
rocks and dustier path than over snow. We had a pleasant evening 
and a restful night at ' The Palace ' as Coolidge and Y eld used to call 
the Victor Emmanuel hut, but I am sorry to say .no such fascinating 
conversation with the woman in charge of the hut~ Mr. Field records 
in his paper ' Through the Graians,' to which I must refer you. 15 

Next day we returned to Cogne via the Col du Grand Paradis, the 
Noaschetta Glacier, and the Pointe de Ceresole. Outside the main 

. 

•A.J-7· 3· 
io Yeld, loc. cit., p. 129. 
11 A.J. 14. 517. 
12 Exploration of the Caucasus, by Freshfield and Sella. II, p. 172. 
13 His eight were Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Bietschhorn, Schreckhorn, 

Disgrazia, Adamello, Weisskugel, Cevedale, loc. cit., p. 173. 
For sheer beauty, as distinct from grandeur, I should put Disgrazia first. 

a A.J., 23. 509, with a fine photograph of the bergschrund by R. C. Nevill. 
15 Ibid., p. so8. · 
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Grivola-Grand Para4is ridge, the Poi?te de Ceresole is the highest in 
the group, and commands a highly interesting view of the Valnontey 
and its coronet of peaks. In 20 minutes we were .down on the upper~ 
most snows of the Tribulation Glacier, and then \Ve had to cross that 

· . vast and rolling snowfield under a blazing sun. For hours as it seemed 
we plunged down and down the softening snow slopes·. From above 
the glacier surfac€ had l<?oked pretty uniform, but once we were. fa~rly 

· on. it we found unexpected hollows and ridges, with surprisingly little 
view of our surroundings. Finally Clement had to go to the front 
himself to get us out of the labyrinth. We had still to make a consider
able ascent to the ·Herbetet chalets, and there . the monotony of the 
recent pours was rudely broken. We knew that another party of 
four climbers and two · guides with a porter to bring ·back their 
bla.nkets ~ad arranged to sleep in one of. these huts the previous 
night. As we approached them we saw Clement, who was .in front, 
look into one of the huts, stop and gaze on the ground above and 
below it, and then throw up his hands in a gesture of grief and · 
despa~r. It was plain from the tracks that only one of the party had 
returned, and the blankets were still there. Clement, who had been 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

. one of the search party that found the bodies of the four Englishmen 
·who lost their lives on the Grand Paradis two years before, 16 was now 
convinced that a similar disaster had taken place. After a hasty· but 
fruitless search above the chalets, there was nothing for it but to go 
<;lown to Cogne. As may be imagined, the descent was a gloomy one. 
We got back to th~ inn soqn after 7 .P.M., and it was· arranged that I 
should look into the dining room.. A glance, and a few words from 
' the one w}:lo (feeling unwell) had returned,' were _en~ugh : the porter 
had taken what '\YOuld have been his place on the rope, and the party 
had gone on to their intended expedition but my friends ·said that 
as I opened the dining room door fl?.Y face wa~ as white as a sheet. 

So far the climbs described, if familiar, have at least not been· 
ha~kneyed. The two great mountains next on my list the Meije and .. 
the Matterhorn are of quite another order, and have been described 
by so many leading mountaineers that I m~st avoid cqmparisons with 
their brilliant accounts, and rely more upon. the lantern than th~ pen. 

The traverse of t~e Meije was only achieved at my third attempt. In 
1908, after crossing the Ecrins, and marvelling at the changes which 
must have occurred to make the nerth-east arete seem so much easier 

• 

than Moore's party f<?und it in ~864, Gerry Whelan17 and I lef~ La 
Berarde on a glorious afternoon · in high hopes of a ·successful ascent 
·of the Meije.. But as we marched up the Vallon des Etan~ons·; the 
slopes took ·on more brilliant colours and seemed to press nearer upon 
us an almost infallible indication of approaching bad weather. Sure 
enough a storm fell upon us that night which made the ascent im
possible, rendered even the crossing of the Breche not so easy as usual, 
and revived memories of the ordeal endured by Oakley Maund in 

16 A.J~ 22. 316 . 
17 See A.J. 33· 412. 
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THE AR ~TE OF THE lVIEI JE. 

I T eeth 4 , 3, 2 and G rand Pie, seen fron1 Pie Central. ! 
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1876,18 when he and Jean Martin had to spend 35 hours of storm in a 
miserable hol~ in the rocks on the north side of the pass. The same 
experience of br~lliant aftenioon colours prece9.ing a stormy night was 
my lot in 19Io, but on re-crossing the Br~che to the Promontoire hut 
a few days later, all went well. I had joined my frienq Alfred Basset, 
who had with him Louis and Benoit Theytaz of Zinal. In the kindness 
of his heart he had also taken on their brothe~ Basile from some friends 
who were returning home, in order that he too might share the pleasure 
of the ascent. Thus we · had unusually ample reserves of professional 
ski!l. For-the .most part, Benoit a finished ~o.ck climber led, Louis, 
one of the select band of really first class guides, proved a tower of 
strength in the middle of our line, and Basile was reliable. a_t the end 
of it. 

Is there i,:1 ·the Alps ~nother place than the Pr.omontoire where the 
climber ropes in the hut and begiq.s the serious work of the day a yard 
or .two fro~ the door? It is indeed a pleasing change from the weari-
s_ome ·trudges .which are the prelude to so many expeditions.' . 

As I hope to . show on the screen some of the chief features of the 
traverse I refrain from attempts to describe them. The climb has 
nQwadays, I understand, been relegated by the practitioners of 
,. grading ' to the third grade of difficulty. Most judges, I think, will 
sti~l ·consider the traverse o·ne of the grandest, as it certainly is one of 
the most varied expedit4>ns in the Alps. Some of the~ well 'known 
sensational places · have no doubt been overvalued : e.g., . the Pas du 
Chat and the Dos cl'Ane are quite easy, though they ·need care because 
extremely exposed. But the G·rande Muraille is a superb wall, and 
Coolidge's verdict that ' neither the Rothorn nor the Dent Blanche 
nor. the Bietschhorn can for a moment be compared with the Meije '19 

still stands, even if it sounds less impres~ive than in 1878 . . In·, 1919 
. Raeburn called it ' the most formidable of the greater Alpine pea~s.' 

The clou of the l\1eije i$ of course _the overwhelming view · of ' les 
aretes,, the four immense teeth which stud the ridge leading to the 
Pie Central, and of the Pie ~entral itself, which, like ·a colossal sloping · 
slab, points dizzily to the sky and leans far out over the south face: 
Until .you have actually· traversed this ridge it seems impossible to 
believe and no one did believe till Purtscheller and the Zsi.gmondys 
achieved .the passage, (in the opposite . direction) in I 88 5 · that in · 
reasonably good condition it presents little danger or difficulty, in 
spite of the awe-inspiring precipices on the south, and the formidable 
snowfields which cover the steep north slopes of the ridge. One passes 
with surprising ease along the actual crests of teeth 1 and 2,· and if the 
snow is good cuts across the _ faces of teeth 3 and 4· But there are 
certain difficulties at each end. · The way down the steep rocks from 
the Grand Pie to the . Bteche Zsigmondy needs much care, though 
there is · a piton which ·makes it possible to fix a rope over the worst 
part. Tlie passage from the level floor of the Breche Zsigmondy" 

1s A J · . . . 7· 412-417. . . 
lt A.J. 9· I 34· 
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round a uniquely exposed corner on the left, and up the steep and 
slippery rocks beyond, with but · few and 11:nsatisfactory holds, and · 
little more than moral support from the awkwardly placed fixed rope, 
must always be a serious matter. So experienced a judge of difficult 
rocks as the late E. A. Broome spoke of it as ' the long, sensational and 
never-to-be-forgotten ascent from the Breche Zsigmondy.'20 At the 
other end, the descent from the Pie Central lies over a steep little slope. 
below the lowest rocks, which is often, as we found it, hard ice, and is 
best managed, for all but the last man, by fixing a rope as a hand rail. 
After that there is no difficulty, save that which tired climbers may find 
i~ the ascent from the bridge below La Grave to the main road and the 
Hotel Juge. 

I .turn now to the traverse of the Matterhorn by the Zmuttgrat. Up 
to 1906, I believe the Zmuttgrat had been climbed barely a score of 
times in the 26 years since Mummery opened the rqute. The fact is 
that the rocks . of this great north-west ridge, and especially the slabs 
which have to be crossed and climbed in its upper portions, mostly 
slope the 'Yrong way (as is clearly shown in Whymper's famous sec
tional diagram 21 ), are usually iced, and then are really formidable. Even 
on July 31 of that year Raeburn and Ling had a great deal of seve.re 
ice· work, 22 and did not reach the top till 3 P .M. 'But. by the end of 
August the tz.'erglas had practically disappeared, and the route had really 
become what Baumann, who made· the second a~ent in 1879, rather 
optimistically called it, ' an interesting rock climb. '23 Accordingly 
many parties took advantage of this rare opportunity. A piece of un
expected good fortune .enabled ine to do the same. . Leaving Cogne 
after the Grand Paradis climb, I reached Zermatt early in September 
with two days to spare. Such was the heat. and · dryness of the pre
c~ding weeks that the path down from the Theodule consisted mostly 
of1thick red micaceous dust. At the Monte Rosa hotel that evening, 
in the course of a talk with Dr. Beckwith, an American physician and 
¥equent visitor · to the Alps, he advised me to go for the Zmuttgrat, 
and nobly o.ffered·to )end me his own guide, Ambros Supersaxo, s~nior, 
with whom he had just made the ascent. Ambros is chiefly noted 
among English climbers for his long series of fine expeditions with the 
late Sir Seymour King. 24 I knew him pretty well, though I had not 
actually climbed wi~h him, a~d I was glad indeed to seize this chance. 
But a hitch arose about porters. In the village street of Zermatt that 
afternoon I had met an old friend, J. M. Fuchs, a sound but homely 
guide of Herbriggen, and promised that if a climb could be arranged, 
we would do it together. My debt to Fuchs· and his son arose from 
that one adventure with ' our rude comrade ' to which I alluded at the 
beginning of this paper, and which must be ·my apology for telling 
the story. · · ' 

20 A.J. 18. 1 so. 
21 Sctambles amongst the Alps, ed. I, p. 288, ed. 4, p. 276. 
22· A J · .. 2J. 441-2. 
23 A.J. 9· 366. 
24 See A.J. 44· 300 (with portrait) ; 46. 177. Aqtbros died in (1932. He was 

one of the great guides of his time ea. I88o-1910 . 
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The year before, Fuchs and his son a sturdy boy of about 17-
had been with me on the Rimpfischhorn. During the descent an 
incident occurred which narrowly escaped a fatal issue. A little way 
below the summit young Fuchs and I had gone down a steep little 
rock buttress, from the foot of which there ran out a narrow, nearly 
~evel snow ridge, edging a precipice on the left, and falling to the right 
in a long, steep slope of hard snow, with big patches of rock below. I 
was standing on the snow ridge at the foot of the. buttress, waiting for 
old Fuchs, when a cry rang out abov~ me, and I saw him hurtling 
through the air. A r~ck which had seemed perfectly firm as the boy 
and I had used it to h~lp ourselves down, had come right away in his 
hand. I clutched t~e rocks near me ; Fuchs fell on to the snow slope, 
and for a moment I thought I had held him, but was pulled off and 
fell on to the same slope. Young .Fuchs, who was in front of me on 
the snow ridge, promptly dropped over the precipic~ on the left ; as 
the rope tightened, it sank into the snow as into a cushion, and held 
all three of us. Had the boy not acted so promptlv, it is pretty certain 
that we should all have gone to destruction, and had the ridge been 
of rock instead of snow, it is at least probable that the rope would have 
broken, with a similar result. The boy's action was the more sur
prising in that he had seemed a rather dull and stodgy .fellow. A year 
or two later he fulfilled the promise of his gallant deed by saving his 
party when overtaken by· a storm on the Bernina. · 

Fuchs had kept hold of his axe, and though bruised and s}:laken was 
presently able to cut up to me and help me back to the ridge. I 
luckily got off with a rather badly crushed foot, but it took us many 
painful hours to get back to the :rluh Alp. 
. Two things about the accideni-are perhaps worth mentioning. First, 
there was to my surprise no sensation of pain, nor any feeling of fear 
or even anxiety. The mind .seemed to take a detached view of the 
event. · I remember quite clearly thinking, as I bumped heavily on the 
hard snow.' ' Well, if next time I hit some rocks, I suppose that will 
be the end.' This agrees with Whymper's description of his fall from 
the Col du Lion, 25 and with Freshfield's account of what he felt when 
Tucker and he slipped on the first ascent of the · Cima di Vezzana. 26 

My other point is th~s. In the previous year I was climbing at Easter 
with friends in the Lakes, and in fhe central gully of Great End our 
leader fell off some iced rocks. He was at once held, but as he fell he 

· gave a cry or shout, not o{ alarm, but rather of surprise and indignation, 
which was exactly like that uttered by Fuchs. I can still hear both 
cries ringing in my ears. So the cultured Englishman and the Alpine 
peasant reacted identically to the same sudde11 and violent stimulus. 
~ To return to my main story it will now be easily understood that I 
regarded my promise to engage Fuchs for any climb that might be 
arranged as binding, and insisted, rather against Ambros' wish, as he 
did not know him, on taking Fuchs as second guide, and his son as 

26 Scrambles, ed. 1, p. 122 ; ed. 4, p. 109. 
26 Italian Alps, p. 303 ; Blackwell's ed. p. 225. 
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porter to the bivouac. However, it was amicably settled, and I should 
like to mention that after . our climb Ambros voluntarily offered, in 
view of the exceptional condition of the mountain, to ta_ke less than 

· the sum usually charged for the expedition. · 
So that Friday afternoon. we started for the bivouac on the flank of 

the Zmuttgrat above the Tiefenmatten Glacier, young Fuchs carrying 
· two sleeping bags (provided by Ambros ), blankets an~ other stores. 
Th~ bivouac remains a memorable experience. As the sun s~t, the lights 
and shadows on the Dent d'Herens and the Dent Blanche were beau
tiful beyond description, ' with infinite gradations .of matchless ten
dern.ess ' a lovely phrase of Whymper's, whicp I am glad to quote. 27 

Away to the west of us, on the great T-iefenmatten face, were the con
torted strata, of which Ruskin has a remarkable drawing in Vol. iv of 
Modern Painters. 28 I hope to show it you presently, with a photograph 
taken from the bivo~ac to confirm the accuracy of his work. During 
the night there were frequent stonefalls from the great rock faces 
around and above us some showers of stones passed over our heads
anq it seemed as if hundreds ·of tons of rock must have been set loose. 
Whymper remarks that in his experience the greatest rock falls always 
took place between midnight and dawn, within which period the 
maximum of cold during any 24 hours commonly occurs. 29 We were 
sheltered by an overhanging rock, our sleeping bags kept us warm, and 
slumber, though often disturbed, was by no means lacking~ I will add 
here that throughout the next day's ascent we neither saw nor heard 
a single stone fall. 

In the morning a rather wearisome ascent over rocks and scree of 
moderate inclinati.on brought us· to the snow ridge which, as Mummery 
observed in his reconnaissance of the route, 30 provides ' an obtrusively. 
easy path ' to the jagged teeth, which are so conspicuous at the end . 

· ·of the snow ridge in the view of the mountain from Zermatt. The 
way along the ridge, at first. in a hollow between the snow and a narrow 
band of rocks on the right, and then on the snow ridge itself, made 
delightful going, with impressive views of the Matterhorn .. Glacier far 
below on the left . . -0~ the teeth, or·as Mummery called them' ric~ety 
piles of frost-riven rock, '31 one was rounded, the others traversed, and 
so we came to the base of the glorious ridge which springs majestically, 
with but one slight break, to the surlunit of the Matterhorn. Following 
this rapidly steepening ridge for some time, and passing ~ver a more 
nearly level- stretch where there ·were signs 9f refreshing halts· by 
previous parties . we drew nearer to the incomparably savage couloir 
which falls, far out of sight, to the Matterhorn Glacier,. and separates 
the Zmutt ridge from the terrific overhang on its .left which is called 
the ' Nose ' of Zmutt, and conceals a longish ~tretch of the Zmuttgrat 
proper as seen from Zermatt. Dr. H. Lorenz, who in 1898 made with 

27 Scrambles, ed. I, p. 94 ; ed. 4, p. 86. 
28 Modern Painters, vol. iv., p. 250 (sma.ll ed.) ; vol. viii, p .. 290 (Library ed.). 
29 Scrarnbles, ed. I·, p. I75 ; ed. 4, p. I62. 
80 My Climbs in the Alps and Caucasus, p. 6. 
81 Ibid., p. 16. 
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E. Wagner the first guideless ascent of the Zmuttgrat, justly remarks, 
' in all the Alps there are few overhanging walls of such enormous 
height, and fewer still which reveal themselves so fully to the spectator. 
Anyone who has seen that overhang at ~lose quarters wiJl not £or get it 
as long as he lives. '32 

The continuity of the Zmuttgrat is broken, as Finch and Farrar have 
pointed out, 33 by the intrusion of the head of the savage couloir already 
mentioned, and to get round this one has to traverse out on to the slabs 

. of the Tiefenrnatten face. If the rocks are badly iced, such a traverse 
· or more than one may be necessary lower down. It is here that in · 

• 

. most seasons the chief difficulties have to be faced. We, ·however, had 
the great advantage of dry rocks, and w~re able to keep ·closer to the 
ridge thap. most of those wh9se accounts of the climb I have read. In 
fact we soon got back to the ridge proper, and followed it without 
serious check to the summit. We did not actually touch Carrel's 
famous Galerie, though we IJ?.USt of course have passed the end of it; 
It is a lasting regret that in the int~rest of the climb attd the excitement ·. 
of nearing the top, I failed to look out for ~t, and consequently_ ~ave no 
clear picture of what is surely one of the most ~nteresting spots in the 
·climbing history of the Alps. The tremendous face which it crosses 
is however still vividly in memory . 

. \ve· arrived on the Italian summit at 12.30 P.M., and spent. a glorious 
hour there. Ambros produced from his rucksack a bottle of Bouvier 
which the friendly Beckwith, with his us':lal thoughtful kindness, had . 
sent up as a surprise. Of the descent I need only remark that it had 
recently become the practice, instead of traversing out on the lower 
part of the east face, to· follow the Zermatt ridge itself right down to 
the hut. This is doubtless safer, but the extra exertion of clambering 
over the numerous jagged little steps was to me unpleasantly tiring, 
·so that, allowing ourselves one or twp halts on the way, we did not 
reach Zermatt until 8 P. .M. There I had· the happiness to find a perfect 

· ending to a splendid day. · · 
[For the slides. which illustrated the paper, ·in addition to some from· my o-vvn 

and the Alpine Club collections, I have grateful.ly to thank Prof. T. Graham 
Brown, Prof. G. I. Finch, Capt. Side and Messrs. C. F. Bennett, S. B. Donkin, 
J. L. Longland and R. S. Morrish. E_.H.S.] 
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Read before the Alpine Club, .~.March 6, 1943 
• 

AM afraid the title of this Paper may be somewhat misleading. I 
have no tale to tell of adventures among the great snowbound 
mountains, but rather .a simple story of wanderings on· ski over the 

• 

82 Zeitschrift des D.u.(5.A. V., xgoo, p. 184 . 
33 A.J. 37. 226 (note 7), 233· 
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